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Seeing that the supervisor was going to take off her clothes, Samuel recognized that she 

had actually misunderstood him. He stated rapidly, “I asked you to find right here due to the 

fact that I have another thing to ask you for help.” 

” Another thing?” The manager looked at Samuel warily and stated, “You do not have any 

type of special hobbies, do you? I do not accept those strange points.” 

Samuel grinned helplessly. What was the supervisor reasoning in her mind? Yet on such a 

celebration, it was no surprise that she would assume so. 

” I want to understand which room Ye Fei is in. He recognized that Ye Fei had gotten here at 

Golden Bridge City, he did not attempt to check the situation outside conveniently, so 

asking individuals was the finest means. 

” Sibling Fei? What do you wish to do?” The supervisor checked out Samuel in shock. Ye Fei 

was a frequenter of Golden Bridge City, and also he was also the one in charge of the below 

ground boxing area in Cloud City. The one in charge of Golden Bridge City had actually 

particularly opened up a membership card for him. It really did not cost him any type of 

cash to find here, which sufficed to show his standing in Golden Bridge City. 

” It’s none of your business what I intend to do,” Samuel stated. “Just inform me what I want 

to know, and I’ll provide you one hundred thousand.” 

Ye Fei’s enemy? Was he searching for Ye Fei for revenge? 

The supervisor’s face came to be a little pale. If she told Ye Fei regarding this matter, she 

would certainly get gain from him. 100,000 yuan was tempting, the outcome of upseting Ye 

Fei was even extra inconceivable. 

” Sorry, I can not help you,” the manager stated. 

” Actually?” Samuel obtained a butterfly knife, obstructed the door, and also said faintly, 

“You must have thought what I want to do, haven’t you? Do you believe I will let you send 

out a message to Ye Fei secretly?” 



The manager was so frightened that she sat down on the ground as well as claimed, “Every 

debt has its borrower. Who you wish to retaliate on has nothing to do with me. You can not 

kill me.” 

” As long as you inform me where he is and also how many people are around him, I will 

definitely not hurt you. However, I can not guarantee what I will do.” Samuel endangered. 

The manager was really scared, so she needed to inform Samuel Ye Fei’s area. 

Samuel tore the sheets apart and linked up the manager. Her mouth was also gagged 

snugly. 

After leaving of the space as if nothing had happened, Samuel went to Ye Fei’s location. 

Indeed, there were two of Ye Fei’s men standing at the door of the room that the supervisor 

pointed out. Nonetheless, according to the manager, there must be four of them. 

He really did not anticipate Ye Fei to have two individuals following him when he was doing 

that. He was incredibly careful. 

Would not it be tough for him to give live streaming to his juniors? Would not that make 

him really feel a little awkward? 

Before Samuel came to the door, the two men were on guard. They did not desire their 

personal privacy to be revealed, so Golden Bridge City shielded the visitors well in personal. 

This gave Samuel the opportunity to do so. If there were monitoring cameras, points would 

just end up being more bothersome. 

The minute he passed by the room, the guards’ throat were cut by a saber. The two men did 

not have time to respond. They covered their throats as well as looked at Samuel in 

disbelief. 

Samuel extended his hands as well as supported both of them to drop gradually to stay 

clear of making way too much noise. 

He really did not understand if there were any kind of innocent people in the area except for 

Ye Fei as well as his men. Now that points had actually come to this factor, he couldn’t 

retreat. If there were workers of Golden Bridge City, he might just be callous. 



Pushing the door open and also getting in, Ye Fei stated, “What the hell are you doing? I’ve 

been awaiting as long. I’m getting impatient.” 

Hearing this, Samuel made sure that there were just Ye Fei and his guys in the space. He 

would not injure the innocent, he must hurry up, because the 2 individuals at the door 

would certainly soon be subjected. 

“Ye Fei, it’s your time to pass away.” Samuel strolled into the area with a cool face. 

 


